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BioBlend Lubricants Product Limited Warranty 
 
BioBlend Renewable Resources, LLC (“BioBlend”) warrants that BioBlend branded lubricant 
products manufactured and marketed by BioBlend ("BioBlend Lubricants") will conform to the 
written specifications for the BioBlend Lubricants as set forth in the product data sheet as in 
effect at the time of sale and will comply with the written product performance claims for the 
BioBlend Lubricants contained in the product data sheet as in effect at the time of sale.  
BioBlend will pay for the reasonable cost of parts and labor only to repair damage to your 
equipment to the extent that damage is directly caused by the failure of BioBlend Lubricants to 
meet this limited warranty; provided that BioBlend is furnished with documentation that 
demonstrates to BioBlend's satisfaction that: 
 
• The equipment meets and was operated in accordance with the manufacturer's 

specifications for the equipment and was used under normal operating conditions 
and in accordance with the manufacturer’s operating instructions and limitations, 
including speed, load, and temperature; and 

 
• The equipment was maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

recommendations, including compliance with oil selection, monitoring and drain 
recommendations.  The use of after-market oil additives is not allowed under this 
warranty.  You must perform periodic oil analyses to forecast optimum oil-drain 
intervals and to monitor equipment operations. 

 
BioBlend has technical support available to help you determine the cause of abnormal wear or 
equipment damage.  If BioBlend determines that any such wear or damage is not directly 
caused by the failure of BioBlend Lubricants to meet this limited warranty, we will attempt to 
provide information to assist you in identifying the party responsible for your claim. 
 
This limited warranty extends only to the first purchaser of BioBlend Lubricants, and is not 
transferable.  To make a claim under this warranty, you must notify BioBlend in writing within 
thirty (30) days of the damage.  You must also to furnish copies of your periodic oil analyses, 
submit a sample of the BioBlend Lubricant from the failed equipment, and make parts and 
operating records available for BioBlend inspection upon request.   
 
BioBlend makes no other warranty, express or implied, beyond those described in this 
limited warranty as to the BioBlend Lubricants, including any implied warranty of 
merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose, which are hereby disclaimed.  
BioBlend shall not be liable to you or to any other person for any special, consequential, 
incidental or indirect losses or damages arising from BioBlend Lubricants. 
 
Some states and jurisdictions do not allow the limitation or exclusion of incidental or 
consequential damages, or disclaimer of implied warranties, so the above limitations or 
exclusions may not apply to you.  This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you 
may also have other rights that vary from state to state or from one jurisdiction to another. 
 
Please call 1 630 227-1800 should you have a BioBlend lubricant-related failure and you 
determine that you would like to submit a warranty claim. 
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